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Abstract. Security ontologies have been developed to facilitate the or-
ganization and management of security knowledge. A comparison and
evaluation of how these ontologies relate to one another is challenging
due to their structure, size, complexity, and level of expressiveness. Dif-
ferences between ontologies can be found on both the ontological and
linguistic levels, resulting in errors and inconsistencies (i.e., different
concept hierarchies, types of concepts, definitions) when comparing and
aligning them. Moreover, many concepts related to security ontologies
have not been thoroughly explored and do not fully meet security stan-
dards. By using standards, we can ensure that concepts and definitions
are unified and coherent. In this study, we address these deficiencies by
reviewing existing security ontologies to identify core concepts and rela-
tionships. The primary objective of the systematic literature review is to
identify core concepts and relationships that are used to describe security
issues. We further analyse and map these core concepts and relationships
to five security standards (i.e., NIST SP 800-160, NIST SP 800-30 rev.1,
NIST SP 800-27 rev.A, ISO/IEC 27001 and NISTIR 8053). As a contri-
bution, this paper provides a set of core concepts and relationships that
comply with the standards mentioned above and allow for a new security
ontology to be developed.

Keywords: Security Ontology · Concepts · Relationships · Security
Standards · Ontologies

1 Introduction

An ontology presents knowledge in a structured way and supports communica-
tion, organization, and knowledge reusability [1]. The main goals of an ontology
are to describe reality with the concepts and relationships thereof, share vocab-
ulary, and to provide a formal description of terms to avoid language ambiguity.
Many security ontologies have been proposed over the past decade, but they only
cover some aspects of the security domain. Several questions related to security
ontologies still remain, for example:

Q1.Which core concepts and relationships can be used to adequately com-
prehend security issues?
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Q2.Which of these core concepts and relationships should be included in a
security ontology?

Q3.Which core concepts are compliant with security standards?

In this study, we conduct a systematic literature review of existing security
ontologies. Since different ontologies may propose different definitions to explain
concepts and relationships, a systematic literature review can indicate and fa-
cilitate the extraction of common core concepts and relationships that should
be included in a security ontology [2]. The need for security is fundamental and
includes many concepts and relationships, so engineering a security ontology is
a considerable, but worthwhile challenge [3]. The concepts and relationships de-
lineated in a security ontology should be detailed, and the concepts should be
mapped to existing security standards to reduce ambiguities in the development
thereof (e.g., differences in definitions used, incomplete ontologies). This paper
presents a systematic literature review that offers an overview of research on
existing security ontologies to identify the core concepts and relationships and
map them to the following five security standards: NIST SP 800-160 [4], NIST
SP 800-30 rev.1 [5], NIST SP 800-27 rev.A [6], ISO/IEC 27001 [7], and NISTIR
8053 [8]. These standards were selected because they facilitate the exchange of
knowledge by ensuring a common understanding of concepts and definitions.

Developing a System-of-System with compliance standards improves security,
and this was the reason for mapping identified concepts to common security stan-
dards. The mapping of security standards can help ontologies to be optimized
by identifying concepts compatible with security standards and removing re-
dundant security measures to meet those standards. Existing security ontologies
can be used to simplify the mapping of more than two security standards. Since
security ontologies cover a wide range of areas, they play a significant role in
mapping. Consequently, their concepts must be detailed and described to com-
ply with security standards. The contribution of this study differs from previous
efforts in the following ways:

- Core concepts and relationships that capture security issues were identified

- Already-developed security ontologies were reused without being redefined

- Core concepts were mapped to existing security standards

- Security knowledge was considered to reuse and expand previously collected
knowledge

The reason we studied these ontologies to find common themes is that we need
to identify security concepts and relationships that can be mapped to security
standards. The main contribution of this paper is a proposal of core concepts
and relationships that complies with the above-mentioned standards and can
be used to develop a novel security ontology. The remainder of this paper is
structured as follows: Section 2 describes background on security ontologies and
studies that are related to our work. The process of the systematic literature
review and analysis of the results are detailed in Section 3. Section 4 presents
conclusions and further research directions.
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2 Background and related work

This section introduces the necessary background on existing security ontologies.

2.1 Security Ontologies

Security-related issues are critical in all contexts related to the exchange of per-
sonal data and confidential information [9]. For a System-of-Systems (SoS), as an
example, there are features of significant concern related to multiple iterations
between humans, autonomous vehicles, and technology, and the heterogeneity of
different autonomous vehicles that relate to various forms of technology. In these
situations, it is crucial to verify the security and privacy of services and applica-
tions to ensure that the SoS function properly. There are potentially several and
wide-ranging problems, especially when security concepts are misunderstood or
misinterpreted [10]. For this reason, an ontology can be broadly used to organize
a specific area of interest.

Several ontologies have been proposed in literature to resolve security-related
issues; each ontology varies according to the complexity of the specific problem,
the amount of detail needed and the area that the ontology is intended to cover.
For instance, one of the earliest works related to the security domain described
the concepts of an information system and proposed a language, Telos, for the
information system knowledge. The authors of this study emphasized that Telos
can also be used for the purpose of security specification [11]. Landwehr et al.
provided a taxonomy of different security flaws in computer programs [12]. A
broad and abstract taxonomy describing the security concepts that includes the
idea of faults, fault tolerance techniques, fault modes, and verification approaches
has also been proposed [13]; this taxonomy is not exhaustive and is somewhat
restricted in terms of its ability to classify actual attacks due to limited relation-
ships among the different classes [14]. Many studies have highlighted the need for
a security ontology, rather than a taxonomy of the security domain [15]. Blanco
et al. listed several security ontologies in their work [16]; some of these only
focused on one area of the information-security domain, while others provided
an overview of information security, but nothing that is specific enough for this
purpose.

Among the general ontologies that are relevant to this discussion is the
proposal for the Web Ontology Language based ontology for information se-
curity [17], which provides an expandable ontology for the information-security
domain that consists of domain-specific terminology and general concepts (e.g.,
top-level concepts, such as assets, threats, vulnerabilities, and countermeasures)
and domain-specific technical vocabulary. Similarly, Blanco et al. suggested an
ontology that models a larger portion of the information-security domain and
includes non-core concepts like organizational infrastructure [16]; this ontology
includes high-level concepts, such as assets, control, organization, threats, and
vulnerabilities. While both ontologies are interesting, neither of them is exhaus-
tive or sufficiently comprehensive; the former provides a clear and simple on-
tology that explains threat concepts, and the latter proposes a more complex
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ontology to explain asset-related concepts. This lack of specificity is covered by
other security-domain-specific ontologies, e.g., [18, 19].

It is advisable to consider reusing existing ontologies to develop a more com-
plete ontology that is capable of covering multiple security-related issues [20].

2.2 Existing systematic literature review of security ontologies

Ontologies are used in the security domain to obtain, manage, and share infor-
mation and security knowledge and can be divided into two categories: general
and security-specific [21]. The goal of security ontologies is to develop common,
unambiguous semantic models of security domain concepts that reduce language
ambiguity, while at the same time providing a means for easy expansion and us-
ability of relevant knowledge in research [22].

Souag et al. [21] conducted a systematic literature review to identify ex-
isting research on ontologies and the requirements and security issues thereof.
They proposed eight categories according to which security ontologies could
be classified: theoretical basis, security taxonomies, general, specific, risk-based,
web-oriented, requirements-related, and modeling. The authors only found a
few studies related to security ontologies that offered different methods to cover
security issues; each ontology was analyzed for the way it covered a specific is-
sue and to determine whether it could be used to define security requirements.
This analysis revealed a gap between ontology and security-engineering domains.
Nguyen [23] presented a basic review of ontology as it relates to security infor-
mation systems. The aim of this research was to investigate the literature and
identify areas of interest for further research. The author concluded that at that
time, there were no ontologies for use in the modeling and security of computer
networks. Blanco et al. [16] performed a systematic literature review to iden-
tify, analyze, and extract the main security ontologies related to the information
security domain. They only considered titles, keywords, and abstracts when an-
alyzing these papers, and they concluded that the literature could be classified
into three groups: seventeen were general and specific security ontologies, nine
were semantic web-oriented ontologies, and four were theoretical papers. The
authors discovered that existing security ontologies do not exhaustively define
concepts, do not use appropriate descriptive language for descriptions and can-
not be extended or reused. Three years after publishing this review, Blanco et
al. [24], conducted an extended systematic literature review that included their
earlier analysis and a comparison of the security ontologies detailed therein. The
aim of this research was to identify and classify the purpose of each study; ti-
tles, keywords, and abstracts were analyzed and delineate relationships between
ontological concepts used in security domains, but security standards were not
considered in this analysis. The investigation resulted in eight general and 20
security-specific ontologies, and three theoretical papers. The authors concluded
that these ontologies contributed to the security domain, but only provided a
partial solution, rather than an integrated security ontology. They also deter-
mined that successfully implementing an integrated ontology was a complex task
that required more in-depth study.
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While these studies classified, analyzed, and reviewed several existing security
ontologies, they did not cover the entire spectrum of security knowledge; we
will therefore include as many security-knowledge resources as we can in this
study in order to identify the core concepts and relationships thereof. Moreover,
because these studies focused on information system security, rather than general
security, our goal is not to compare different security ontologies, but rather
to integrate existing ontologies to create an appropriate new security ontology.
The aforementioned reviews were related to the security aspects of application-
specific domains, and they did not include the security standards we use for
ontology creation. In contrast, our approach, considers various security ontologies
and is therefore general enough to be applicable to any IT system. Even though
the cited research did not examine any ontological concepts mapped to security
standards, we were able to use these studies to identify the core concepts and
relationships for various security issues and map them to five security standards.

3 The Systematic Literature Review

In this section, the procedure for conducting the systematic literature review is
explained. The systematic literature review was based on the original guidelines
proposed by Kitchenham [25] and was divided into three stages:

1.Planning: Questions that need to be answered by the systematic literature
review were formed, and a review protocol was defined that sets out the main
procedures to be followed during the review.

2.Conducting: Secondary sources and studies were selected, inclusion and
exclusion criteria were defined, and all the relevant papers were extracted. All
duplicate search results were removed, then the results were screened through
inclusion/exclusion criteria.

3.Reporting: Data synthesis was performed (i.e., the studies were classified),
and the questions formed in the first stage were answered.

The scope of this review has been limited to identifying the core concepts
and relationships that:

(i) can be utilized to adequately comprehend security issues,
(ii) should be included in a security ontology, and
(iii) are compliant with security standards.
This study focuses on identifying and gathering concepts and relationships

that can be used to develop a novel security ontology.

3.1 Planning the Systematic Literature Review

Formulating the Systematic Literature Review Questions
The formulation of the questions serves to introduce the systematic literature

review methodology [25]. Therefore, we formed the following three questions to
identify the core security concepts and relationships that were presented in the
literature:
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Q1. Which core concepts and relationships can be used to adequately com-
prehend security issues?

Q2. Which of these core concepts and relationships should be included in a
security ontology?

Q3. Which of these core concepts are compliant with security standards?

Defining the Review Protocol
According to Kitchenham [25], the review protocol should define the methods

for how the following activities are to be conducted in a systematic literature
review, such as the creation of a research strategy, the selection of primary studies
as well as the inclusion and exclusion criteria, the quality of the assessment
criteria, data extraction, and data synthesis. In section 3.2, we will describe how
we defined and performed each activity of this protocol.

3.2 Conducting the Systematic Literature Review

The research strategy and the selection of primary studies are presented at this
stage. The research strategy’ goal is to find as many studies as possible that are
related to the questions posed in Section 3.1. The research process includes the
selection of the literature sources, the definition of the search string, the speci-
fication of inclusion and exclusion criteria, and the conducting of the research.

Selection of Literature Sources
The search for peer reviewed literature was conducted in the three major

online databases, IEEE Xplore [26], Scopus [27] (includes: IEEE, ACM, and El-
sevier, Wiley, and Springer), and Web of Science (includes: IEEE, ACM, and
Elsevier) [28]. Selected databases provide access to preview and download the
abstract and full text papers. The overlapping between the IEEE databases and
ACM publications is covered by Scopus and Web of Science. This allows us
to reduce the risk of omitting some papers of interest. Sources from the secu-
rity domain were collected, and publications related to security ontologies were
selected. The selection criteria for identifying security-related concepts and the
relationships among them were based on the existing definitions and descriptions
of these concepts and relationships.

Search String
Following [25], we derived the primary search string from the questions.

Specifically, we used "Boolean AND" to link the primary search string and
"Boolean OR" to include alternative synonyms of such a search string. We used
a wildcard via an asterisk (*) in the search string for multiple character searching
(e.g., ontolog*, securit*, cyber*). We searched for ontologies developed both for
security and cybersecurity. We divided the search string into two parts (1 and
2, differences are highlighted in bold text) in the IEEE database because the
number of wildcards is limited to 7 per search. Papers published as conference
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articles, journal papers, early access or book chapters in the computer science
domain between January 1988 and April 2022 were selected. We used the fol-
lowing search strings to define the titles and abstracts in each database, and the
number of papers found in the search.

IEEE 1: (("Document Title": Ontolog*) AND ("Document Title": Securit* OR
"Document Title": threa* OR "Document Title": vulnerability OR "Docu-
ment Title": privacy OR "Document Title": attack OR "Document Title":
confidentiality OR "Document Title": integrity OR "Document Title": asset
OR "Document Title": countermeasure OR "Document Title": control OR
"Document Title": consequence OR "Document Title": cyber*)) OR (("Ab-
stract": Ontolog*) AND ("Abstract": Securit* OR "Abstract": threa*
OR "Abstract": vulnerability OR "Abstract": privacy OR "Ab-
stract": attack OR "Abstract": confidentiality)) - returned 1127 re-
sults.

IEEE 2: (("Document Title": Ontolog*) AND ("Document Title": Securit* OR
"Document Title": threa* OR "Document Title": vulnerability OR "Docu-
ment Title": privacy OR "Document Title": attack OR "Document Title":
confidentiality OR "Document Title": integrity OR "Document Title": asset
OR "Document Title": countermeasure OR "Document Title": control OR
"Document Title": consequence OR "Document Title": cyber*)) OR (("Ab-
stract": Ontolog*) AND ("Abstract": integrity OR "Abstract": asset
OR "Abstract": countermeasure OR "Abstract": control OR "Ab-
stract": consequence OR "Abstract": cyber*)) returned 1809 results.

Scopus: (ABS(((ontolog*) AND ((securit*) OR (threa*) OR vulnerability OR
privacy OR attack OR confidentiality OR integrity OR asset OR counter-
measure OR control OR consequence OR (cyber*)))) AND TITLE (((on-
tolog*) AND ((securit*) OR (threa*) OR vulnerability OR privacy OR at-
tack OR confidentiality OR integrity OR asset OR countermeasure OR con-
trol OR consequence OR (cyber*))))) AND PUBYEAR > 1988 AND PUB-
YEAR < 2022 AND (LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, "COMP")) AND (LIMIT-
TO (DOCTYPE, "cp") OR LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, "ar") OR LIMIT-TO
(DOCTYPE, "ch")) AND (LIMIT-TO (LANGUAGE, "English")) returned
698 results.

Web of Science: (SU=Computer Science AND (((TI=Ontolog*) AND (TI=
(Securit*) OR TI= (asset) OR TI=(threa*) OR TI=(privacy) OR TI=(at-
tack) OR TI=(confidentiality) OR TI= (control) OR TI=(integrity) OR
TI=(countermeasure) OR TI=(vulnerability) OR TI=(cyber*) OR TI=(con-
sequence) )) OR ((AB=(Ontolog*)) AND (AB=(Securit*) OR AB=(threa*)
OR AB=(vulnerability) OR AB=(privacy) OR AB=(attack) OR AB=(asset)
OR AB=(integrity) OR AB=(confidentiality) OR AB=(countermeasure) OR
AB=(control) OR AB=(consequence) OR AB=(cyber*))))) returned 3921
results.

Research Process
The research process was carried out in two steps.
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First, we used the aforementioned electronic databases and only selected pa-
pers with titles and abstracts that were deemed relevant according to the search
string. In the second step, we applied the inclusion and exclusion criteria to
selected papers. Our review was conducted manually, and each author partic-
ipated in the entire screening process. There are many security ontologies and
ontological approaches represented by UML (Unified Modelling Language) class
models or OWL (The Web Ontology Language), which can only be manually
interpreted. Our preliminary search resulted in a total of 7,555 papers, and
selection criteria were applied to these papers to obtain the final group of rele-
vant papers. The results of searches are shown in [29]. Based on our review, we
have not identified any paper strengths or weaknesses, merely focusing on our
inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Primary Selection – Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The research with the selected databases returned 7,555 relevant papers from

which we removed 2,442 duplicate search results. We focused on analyzing titles
and abstracts of the returned papers to discover how the concepts relate to
security. Then, we applied the primary selection criteria (shown in Table 1) to
the remaining 5,113 papers.

Table 1: Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria

Papers are published in the English language Papers are published in languages
other than English

Papers present the development or extension of
ontology/(ies) or an ontology- based approach
related to security and has already been used at
least once

Papers present an ontology or an
ontology-based approach that is
not related to security

Papers present comparison/reviews/surveys of
ontology/(ies) related to security

Gray literature papers, short pa-
pers or posters

Papers are published from January 1988 to April
2022

Work-in-progress papers

Papers are published and available in scientific
databases or printed versions

Papers are not available

Papers are related to any of the questions from
Section 3.1

Papers are not related to any of
the questions from Section 3.1

Complete versions of papers Multiple versions of the same
papers

Papers have already approval by the scientific
community

Papers shorter than 3 pages
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This process has been performed manually with the possibility to evaluate
each paper with one of three options:

1.The paper is accepted because it presents the development, extension, or
comparison/ reviews/ surveys of ontology/ies or ontology-based approaches that
cover different aspects related to security.

2.The paper presents an ontology or an ontology-based approach that is not
related to security.

3.The paper is rejected because it does not meet criterion in 1 or 2.
After manually applying the above-mentioned three options and the inclusion

and exclusion criteria presented in Table 1 to the paper’s titles and abstracts,
4,914 irrelevant papers were excluded, and 199 relevant papers were analyzed
in the next step.

Quality Assessment
The quality assessment criteria were applied to the 199 papers obtained

from the aforementioned steps. Furthermore, these criteria were applied to 22
additional papers that were identified through the snowballing step. To identify
the relevant papers that could be used to answer questions from Section 3.1, we
formed the three following quality assessment (QA) questions:

QA1. Are the presented concepts and relationships clearly defined and de-
scribed?

QA2. Do the papers present an appropriate way for the concepts and rela-
tionships to deal with security issues?

QA3. Have the concepts and relationships been justified by sufficient analysis
or examples?

The above quality assessment criteria were applied to the full texts of 221
papers. To assess the paper’s completeness and relevance, each QA had only two
possible answers, "Yes" or "No." If the answer is "No" to any one of the quality
assessments questions, the paper is excluded.

3.3 Reporting the Systematic Literature Review

In the final stage, the summary of the results is included. This consists of three
steps:

1. Data synthesis
2. Results and analysis
3. Answers to the questions from Section 3.1.

Data Synthesis – Classification of Studies
The data related to QA1 was extracted directly from the list of selected

papers presented in Section 3.2. To answer QA2, the contents of the 8 selected
papers were further analyzed to identify the core concepts and relationships. The
collected core concepts and relationships are presented in Table 3. In addition,
we identified the core concepts and relationships that should be included in
a security ontology, and described them in Section 3.3. To answer QA3, the
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core concepts shown in Table 4 were mapped to the definitions proposed in the
security standards.

Results and Analysis
The results of the systematic literature review are summarized below and

presented in fig.1. The search in three databases returned total of 7,555 papers
from which 2,442 duplicate search results were removed. For the review process,
we have developed inclusion and exclusion criteria that we can refer to when
either including or excluding a paper. The inclusion and exclusion criteria were
designed to select papers that address our main research questions. Therefore,
these criteria determine the scope of our review.

Fig. 1: Paper screening process

During title and abstract review of 5,113 papers, 4,914 articles were ex-
cluded based on inclusion/exclusion criteria. A total of 199 papers were assessed
for eligibility in the systematic literature review. After applying the inclusion
and exclusion criteria, the final papers were selected for quality assessment. The
snowballing step yielded twenty-two additional papers (including reviews, com-
parisons, and surveys). This approach provided us with 221 papers, which were
included in the quality assessment step. Based on the quality assessment from
Section 3.2, 213 papers were excluded, and only 8 papers that met the criteria
were included in the systematic literature review.

As a result, 8 eligible papers were selected as relevant for addressing our
question from Section 3.1. The results of the QA of the papers are presented in
Table 2. Below is a short summary of the 8 papers identified as relevant:

1.Schumacher [30] proposed a security ontology with nine concepts and 12
relationships for maintaining the security pattern repositories using a theoretical
search engine to locate security patterns. Consequently, the author has focused
on identifying a small number of core security concepts and limited the scope to
first level of abstraction.

2.Dritsas et al. [31] proposed a specialized security ontology with seven
core concepts and nine relationships for the e-poll domain and presented how
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Table 2: The results of the Quality Assessment of the papers

Author
(Year) Title

Number of
concepts

Number of
relationships

Schumacher
(2003) [30]

Towards a security core on-
tology

9 12

Dritsas et
al.(2005) [31]

Employing ontologies for
the development of security
critical applications

7 9

Herzog et al.
(2007) [17]

An ontology of information
security

6 7

Fenz and Ekelhart
(2009) [32]

Formalizing information se-
curity knowledge

11 15

Wang and Guo
(2010) [33]

OVM: an ontology for vul-
nerability management

6 10

Pereira et al.
(2012) [34]

An ontology approach in de-
signing security information
systems to support organiza-
tional security risk

8 16

Ramanauskaite et
al. (2013) [36]

Security ontology for adap-
tive mapping of security
standards

5 7

Agrawal (2016) [37] Towards the ontology of
ISO/IEC 27005:2011 risk
management standard

11 16

the ontology can help developers working in software projects to deal with a
wide range of security issues.

3.Fenz and Ekelhart [32] proposed a security ontology with 11 concepts
and 15 relationships that provides a unified and formal knowledge for the infor-
mation security domain. Their ontology was integrated with ISO/IEC 27001 [7]
standard ontology and applied to quantitative risk assessment.

4.Herzog et al. [17] proposed a Web Ontology Language based ontology of
information security overview to model security concepts, such as assets, counter-
measures, threats, vulnerabilities, and their relationships. This ontology includes
six core concepts and seven relationships, and can be used for reasoning about
the relationships between concepts and can help determine threats that might
be compromising the assets.

5.Wang and Guo [33] proposed the ontology for vulnerability management
(OVM) with six concepts and ten relationships, which captures the core concepts
of information security and focuses on software vulnerabilities. The authors uti-
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lized the NVD (National Vulnerability Database) to populate their ontology with
descriptions of some common vulnerabilities.

6.Pereira et al. [34] proposed a security ontology with eight concepts and
16 relationships to support organizations in dealing with the many security in-
formation issues and implementing appropriate management to facilitate their
security decision-making needs. This ontology aims to unify the concepts and
terminology of information security according to the ISO/IEC_JTC1 [35].

7.Ramanauskaite et al. [36] proposed a security ontology with five con-
cepts and seven relationships that maps various security standards (e.g., ISO
27001 [7], ISSA 5173 [38], NISTIR 7621 [39], and PCI DSS [40]). These standards
are mapped to optimize the use of multiple security standards in organizations
and minimize the complexity of mapping.

8.Agrawal [37] proposed an ontology that defines the concepts of ISO 27005
[41], including risk management standards and relationships. This ontology in-
cludes 11 concepts and 16 relationships, and enables a better understanding and
identification of the core concepts of ISO 27005 [41].

Table 3 presents core concepts and relationships that have been gathered
from the eight above mentioned papers. The above 8 papers were identified as
relevant in answering questions from Section 3.3. Answers were presented in the
next step.

Answers to the Review Questions
This section includes the answers and the findings of this systematic literature

review. First, we answered the questions in Section 3.1. Then, we presented the
findings of this systematic literature review.

Q1. Which core concepts and relationships can be used to adequately com-
prehend security issues?

We thoroughly analyzed each of the 8 selected papers to identify any concepts
and relationships that could be used to capture any security issues. The results
include the concepts and relationships described in Section 3.3 that have been
identified in each selected paper. As a result, a total of 63 concepts and 92 rela-
tionships were identified, among which 27 unique concepts and 51 relationships
were distinguished.

Q2. Which of these core concepts and relationships should be included in a
security ontology?

Among the 27 identified concepts and 51 relationships, we have selected 12
core concepts and 35 relationships that should be included in a security ontol-
ogy. Each of the selected concepts and relationships was selected based on the
following three criteria:

- its relevance for capturing security issues;
- limitation to a high-level of abstraction (e.g., system-level concepts), and
- the frequency of its appearance in the selected papers.
The following concepts and relationships (frequency of appearance) were

selected:
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Table 3: Security concepts and relationships used to capture security issues in
the identified papers

Author Concepts Relationships

Schumacher
[30]

asset, attack, attacker, counter-
measure, risk, security objective,
stakeholder, threat, vulnerability

address, carry out, cause harm
to, exploits, express, has, imple-
ments, increases, place value on,
protect against, realizes, reduces

Dritsas et
al. [31]

asset, attacker, deliberate attack,
countermeasure, objective, stake-
holder, threat

address, damages, defines, imple-
ments, protects, protects, realizes,
threatens, uses

Herzog et
al. [17]

asset, countermeasure, defense
strategy, security goal, threat,
vulnerability

EnabledBy, has, protects, pro-
tects, protects, threatens, threat-
ens

Fenz and
Ekelhart [32]

asset, control, control type, orga-
nization, security attribute, sever-
ity scale, standard control, threat,
threat origin, threat source, vul-
nerability

affects, correspondsTo, gives rise
to, has, has, has, isExploitedBy,
isImplementedBy, isMitigatedBy,
isOwnedBy, of, on, requires, re-
quires, threatens

Wang and
Guo [33]

attack, attacker, consequence,
countermeasure, IT_Product,
vulnerability

attack, attackConsequence, is-
ExploitedBy, causes, conducts,
has, has, hasRelated, mitigates,
protects

Pereira et
al. [34]

asset, attack, CIA, control, event,
incident, threat, vulnerability

areEffectedBy, detects, detects,
effects, explores, has, has, isMade-
from, lostOf, materialized, pro-
tects, protects, protects, reduces,
responds, towards

Ramanauskaite
et al. [36]

asset, countermeasure, organiza-
tion, threat, vulnerability

eliminates, existsIn, existsIn, ex-
ploits, has, has, mitigates

Agrawal [37] asset, CIA, consequence, con-
trol, event, likelihood, objective,
organization, risk, threat, and
vulnerability

affects, affects, causes, contains,
exploits, harms, has, has, has,
has, isRealizedBy, leadsTo, miti-
gates, modifies, modifies, owns

Core concepts: Asset (7), Attack (3), Attacker (3), Consequence (2), Con-
trol (3), Countermeasure (5), Event (2), Incident (1), Organization (3), Security
Goal (1), Threat (7), Vulnerability (7).

Core relationships: affects(3), attackConsequence(1), causes(2), conducts(1),
detects(2), eliminates(1), exists in(2), exploits(3), gives raise to(1), has(16),
is exploited by(2), is implemented by(1), is made from(1), isMitigatedBy, is
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owned by(1), materialized(1), mitigates(4), modifies(2), owns(1), protects(8),
realizes(2), reduces(2), requires(2), responds(1), threatens(4), towards(1).

Q3. What are the core concepts that are compliant with security standards?
We answered this question by comparing the definitions of the concepts col-

lected from the selected papers with the definitions proposed in the security
standards. In this step, from the 8 relevant papers core concepts were extracted
and duplicates were removed. Only 12 core concepts extracted could be mapped
to the definitions described in the security standards. As the definitions described
in the standards are more detailed, a mapping of definitions from the standards
to the core concepts collected from the analyzed papers was needed. The concept
mapping with security standards is presented in Table 4.

The concepts of Asset, Consequence, Control, Countermeasure, Event, In-
cident, Organization, and Vulnerability are mapped to the standards ISO/IEC
27001 [7] and NIST SP 800-160 [4]. The concept of Attack is mapped to the
standards ISO/IEC 27001 [7] and NIST SP 800-30 rev.1 [5]. The concepts of
Attacker and Threat are mapped to the standard NISTIR 8053 [8]. A concept
of Security Goal is mapped to the standard NIST SP 800-27 Rev.A [6].

Based on the systematic literature review results, we identified a set of core
concepts and relationships among them that were used to capture security issues
and should be included in a security ontology. We mapped the collected security
concepts to the definitions proposed by the security standards. The obtained
12 core concepts – asset, attack, attacker, consequence, control, coun-
termeasure, event, incident, organization, security goal, threat, and
vulnerability – and their relationships can be used to develop a new security
ontology.
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Table 4: Definitions of the core concepts mapped to security standards

Definitions of core concepts
Security
standard

An asset is any resource (i.e., a tangible (furniture) or intangible
(data)) that has importance and value to the owner, which may
be the target of a security incident. It can exhibit some weak-
nesses that make assets susceptible to exploitation.

NIST SP 800-160

An attack is an unauthorized access to or use of an asset, or an
attempt to expose, destroy, disable, alter, gain, or steal an asset
that an attacker can take by exploiting any vulnerability and pro-
ducing security events.

NIST SP 800-30
ISO/IEC 27001

An attacker is anyone or anything that attempts to expose, de-
stroy, disable, alter, gain, or steal an asset by exploiting any vul-
nerability and producing some security events.

NISTIR 8053

A consequence is the possible outcome of an attack or an event
(e.g., data modification, denial of services), affecting the proper-
ties (CIA) of an asset or a security incident caused by an attacker.

NIST SP 800-160
ISO/IEC 27001

A control is a mean of managing risk (e.g., policies), which can
be of an administrative, technical, managerial, or legal nature. An
attribute assigned to an asset reflects its relative importance or
necessity in achieving or contributing to stated goals.

NIST SP 800-160
ISO/IEC 27001

A countermeasure is a prevention mechanism that detects
an incident/event, reduces or avoids a threat/an incident’s ef-
fects, and/or protects an asset and its properties. It can be an
action/approach that mitigates or prevents the risk and impacts
of an attack or a measure that modifies risk and mitigates defined
vulnerabilities by implementing physical or organizational mea-
sures.

NIST SP 800-160

An event is an occurrence or change of a particular set of cir-
cumstances.

NIST SP 800-160
ISO/IEC 27001

An incident is an anomalous or unexpected event, set of events,
a condition, or situation at any time during the life-cycle of a
project, product, service, or system.

NIST SP 800-160
ISO/IEC 27001

An organization is a group of people and facilities with respon-
sibilities, authorities, and relationships.

NIST SP 800-160
ISO/IEC 27001

A security goal includes confidentiality, availability, integrity,
accountability, assurance, anonymity, authentication, authoriza-
tion, correctness, identification, non-repudiation, policy compli-
ance, privacy, secrecy, and trust.

NIST SP 800-27

A threat is a potential cause of an unwanted incident which can
harm a system/organization/asset. It includes the types of dan-
gers against a given set of security properties (CIA) and can be
classified as passive, active, natural, accidental, and intentional.

NISTIR 8053
ISO/IEC 27001

A vulnerability is any weakness of an asset or the system that
can be exploited by a threat (e.g., security flaws). It can be influ-
enced directly (intentionally malicious) or indirectly (an uninten-
tional mistake) by human behavior.

NIST SP 800-160
ISO/IEC 27001
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4 Conclusions and future work

We conducted a systematic literature review of the existing security literature
to identify the core concepts for capturing security issues and the relationships
thereof. Overall, we included 221 papers in this review, and we examined all
of these with three quality assessment criteria questions in mind. The selection
process has been based on titles, abstracts, and full-text reading. As a result, 8
eligible papers were selected as relevant to the questions from Section 3.1 and
used for further analysis, and we presented the selected data. Effective presenta-
tion of the set of selected data from the relevant papers was made using tables.
Based on the results of our review, we conclude that the existing ontologies are
not complete or consistent, lack the core concepts, and do not fully comply with
existing security standards. We then identified a set of core concepts and rela-
tionships that capture security issues. The definitions of these 12 core concepts
were mapped to security standards. The aim of this paper was to review and
analyze selected security ontologies and to extract core concepts and relation-
ships that capture security issues. The reason we studied these ontologies to find
a common theme was that we needed to identify security concepts and rela-
tionships that could be mapped to security standards and compared with safety
concepts and relationships. To the best of our knowledge this is the first study
that maps the core concepts and relationships with common security standards.
The main contribution of this paper proposes the core concepts and relationships
that comply with the above-mentioned standards and allow the development of
a new security ontology that can be evaluated and compared to other ontologies.
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